
 CAREER AT THE MARKET LEADER FOR ULTRASONIC WELDING TECHNOLOGY 
 

  

At Herrmann Ultrasonics, we believe that a strong team has led to our position as the market leader. As we continue 

to grow, new employment opportunities transpire. We take pride in the education and professional growth of our 

employees. Take on a versatile and hands-on role both in the classroom and professional setting as our Advanced 

Manufacturing Technician - ICATT Apprentice.  

 

Advance Manufacturing Technician, ICATT Apprentice  

 

Job Description: 

We offer a state of the art apprenticeship, as part of the ICATT Apprenticeship Program, which ensures that you 

gain practical skills as well as academic knowledge so you are prepared to start your career in manufacturing. 

Besides being paid during your training at our facility, we also cover the costs for you to attend college. Upon 

completion of the program you will have an Associate’s Degree as well as national and international credentials. 

We also offer a 2-year employment guarantee for apprentices who successfully complete the program. 

 

Learn Technology Topics as the Advance Manufacturing Technician, ICATT Apprentice: 

� Set up, troubleshoot and repair mechanics, pneumatics and hydraulics, incl. reading technical diagrams and schematics 

� Understand and repair motors and drives 

� Choose or develop correct test procedures and use quality management systems 

� Use CNC machinery 

� Understand properties of different materials and how they affect production processes 

� Select and perform correct jointing technology, e.g. welding, brazing 

� Install and configure programs for hardware and software components 

� Basic mechatronics 

� Basic PLCs 

 

Learn Methodology Topics as the Advance Manufacturing Technician, ICATT Apprentice: 

� Work systematically (Plan-Do-Check-Act) 

� Analyze problems for effective troubleshooting 

� Understand the importance of correct documentation 

� Work safely, understand appropriate precautions and use PPE correctly 

� Estimate manufacturing costs based on machine cost, material costs and labor costs 

� Communicate effectively 
 

Requirements: 

� Apprentices must be accepted into the applicable college program, via a college placement exam.   

 

Qualified candidates, please submit your resume with Advance Manufacturing Technician, ICATT 

Apprentice in the subject line to: jobs@herrmannultrasonics.com or visit the ICATT website 

directly at: www.icattapprenticeships.com 

Herrmann Ultrasonics, Inc. 

1261 Hardt Circle ⋅ Bartlett, IL 60103, USA 

Tel. +1 (630) 626-1626 ⋅ www.herrmannultrasonics.com 

 

Herrmann Ultrasonics is a 

very successful and fast 

growing company within the 

Herrmann Group. Well known 

Fortune 500 companies turn 

to Herrmann Ultrasonics for 

application and project 

consulting based on our 

technology advancements 

and decades of experience. 

We pride ourselves on being 

not only an equipment 

provider, but also a solution 

specialist in the field of 

ultrasonic welding. The global 

Herrmann Academy will 

ensure your continuous 

education. 
 

We’re a family owned company 

that invests heavily in both its 

technology and its people. Join 

a company that recognizes and 

rewards top performers. 

 

 

 

 

Benefits: 

We offer a competitive 

compensation package 

including bonus potential. 

401(k), holidays, paid vacation, 

health, life, dental and disability 

insurance are among the 

benefits offered. 

 


